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REVIEWING THE 2023 NATIONAL DOG SHOW: 
SCREW THAT DAMN DOG

Caroline Lopez,
Junior Editor

Congratulations, Stache the Sealyham terrier, you suck. You robbed every cable 
television viewer of a wonderful experience six days ago. Pumpkin, America’s beloved 
Dalmation, was SNUBBED of a deserving win.



Staff “Do they have good penmanship?” Box
Claire “Absolutely not” Anderson, Managing 

Emmy “Kind of ” Ayad, Junior Editor
Caroline “Duh” Lopez, Junior Editor

Selah “Ya” Griffin, Junior Editor

Mick “Bunch of poop” Smith, Head Writer
Lauren “okay” Ehlers, Senior Writer
Ella “tries to” Buzas, Junior Writer

Griffin “cursive” Conley, Junior Writer
Caroline “shit her pants” Concannon, Junior Writer

Micah “tries best” Stromsoe DeLorenzo, Junior Writer
Brin “nahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh” Glass, Junior Writer

Carter “Yeah.” Seipel, Sophomore Writer

Handwriting!

THIS JUST IN: NEW THANKSGIVING STATS 
ARE SHOCKING!!!! *INTENSE

Brin Glass,
Loves her family

The Reporters at the Bullsheet have received stats from all willing Super 8s, Holiday Inns, and Best
Westerns from Thanksgiving week.
We were given the rate of rooms booked and at what time. We were “shocked” to see an influx of
rooms booked on the Wednesday before the holiday; however, what drew our attention most was a
ginormous spike in booked rooms at 11:30 PM, Thursday night, after most families had finished their
dinner festivities and begun guzzling liquor.
At 11:30 PM, there was a 70% increase in single rooms booked for the remaining three nights of break.
These stats were especially noticeable at the Super 8s, with a 150% increase, probably due to their free
continental breakfast (lessgooooo!).
To better understand the situation, Super 8 connected us with one consumer who booked a single-bed
room at 11:35 PM on Thursday outside Columbus, OH.
Robert Davinci, 45, tells us he bought this room because “my Great Aunt is a dumb ***** who won’t
leave me alone. She said no more drink or food and I just got so mad I had to fu-” Before Davinci
finished his thoughts, he received a Cyber Monday notification so tempting that he immediately fled
the interview.
From the Bullsheet’s one interview, we have decided that the influx can only be the cause of one thing:
Family.

Maybe next year just get the damn hotel room.


